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Abstract: With the growing size and use of night light time series from the Visible Infrared Imaging
Radiometer Suite Day/Night Band (DNB), it is important to understand the stability of the dataset.
All satellites observe differences in pixel values during repeat observations. In the case of night light
data, these changes can be due to both environmental effects and changes in light emission. Here we
examine the stability of individual locations of particular large scale light sources (e.g., airports and
prisons) in the monthly composites of DNB data from April 2012 to September 2017. The radiances
for individual pixels of most large light emitters are approximately normally distributed, with a
standard deviation of typically 15–20% of the mean. Greenhouses and flares, however, are not stable
sources. We observe geospatial autocorrelation in the monthly variations for nearby sites, while the
correlation for sites separated by large distances is small. This suggests that local factors contribute
most to the variation in the pixel radiances and furthermore that averaging radiances over large areas
will reduce the total variation. A better understanding of the causes of temporal variation would
improve the sensitivity of DNB to lighting changes.

Keywords: artificial light at night; light pollution; night lights; VIIRS DNB

1. Introduction

The starting point of every observation of the Earth system by satellite remote sensing is a
measurement of radiance. This is true regardless of whether the application is in meteorology,
geoscience, urban studies, or even just astronaut photographs taken in order to share the pleasure
of viewing Earth from space. The radiance observed in the visible band during daytime depends
critically on the reflectance properties of the surface and the solar and viewing angles, and to a lesser
extent on atmospheric factors. Considerable work has been devoted over more than half a century to
understanding how and why daytime radiances vary, in order to make it possible to extract remotely
sensed observables (e.g., vegetation phenology) from the datasets.

In stark contrast to the daytime situation, regular repeated observations of Earth’s artificial light
emissions at night with a calibrated radiometer began only in 2012. (The Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program Operational Linescan System instrument that produced the well known first global
maps of night light emissions [1] was not radiance calibrated. The gain of the sensor was frequently
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changed for operational reasons, and these changes were not recorded.) Instead of reflectance and
solar angle, the most critical factors affecting observations of nighttime radiance in brightly lit areas are
the details of the artificial light sources in the area of interest, and the presence or absence of screening
in the satellite’s viewing direction. Now that a radiometrically calibrated instrument is available,
it is possible to address the question “how stable are observations of Earth’s sources of artificial light?”
for the first time.

This question is important, because remote sensing applications using visible band data taken at
night are frequently focused on analyzing changes in artificial light. For example, night light data have
been used to monitor changes in urban footprints [2], gross domestic product [3], and infrastructure
damage due to war [4–6]. Changes in both spatial positions and intensities of emitted visible light
over time are of interest to those studying light pollution, for example to examine light encroachment
into protected areas [7,8], light emission from individual bright sources [9], as well as global and
national rates of change [10]. Moreover, individual night light datasets are often fused with other
geospatial datasets to provide information at subnational levels [11–13]. To what extent are such
analyses observing real changes in light, as opposed to variations due to other factors?

There are a number of factors that cause repeat observations of an identical location to have
different radiances. Specifically for the case of satellite observations with large spatial areas imaged in
each pixel (e.g., the Day/Night Band on the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite Instrument),
these include the following:

• differences in imaging angle [14,15];
• the time of night (because lights turn off as night progresses) [16,17];
• seasonal variations in vegetation and snow cover [18];
• atmospheric parameters such as aerosol content [19];
• shift in the ground footprint of pixels and/or differing pixels used in building monthly or annual

composites [20];
• changes in the sensitivity or errors in calibration of the imaging sensor [21];
• the presence or absence of moonlight [21,22];
• the presence or absence of temporary (e.g., seasonal) lighting [23];
• electrical blackouts or brownouts, and disasters [24–26]; and
• actual changes in permanently installed lighting [9,10,27,28].

For example, consider how different imaging angles affect the visibility of facade lighting (Figure 1,
see also [29]). The two aerial photographs of the area near Berlin’s “Zoologischen Garten” train station
appear similar at first glance. However, the radiance of several facades in the image is quite different
between the photos. At larger nadir angles, the reflection of lights from the street surface begins to
be screened by buildings. In some high-incident angle photographs from the International Space
Station [30], the visibility of streets in one direction may nearly or completely disappear. In addition
to causing variability in the radiance of a surface parcel, this effect also means that the sensitivity
of satellite sensors to different sources of radiation (e.g., illuminated signs vs. parking lot lighting)
depends on imaging angle. The sensitivity even approaches zero for directional light sources, such as
searchlights and car headlights [31].

This paper examines the stability of observed radiance of a large and diverse set of light source
types in data from the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite Day/Night Band (DNB—readers
may find the list of abbreviations prior to the bibliography useful). The focus is empirical: the goal is
to quantify the degree to which radiances of different light sources vary in observations from a specific
night light sensor, without regard to what the cause of these changes is. Nevertheless, we demonstrate
that some types of light sources are more stable than others and that, for the specific dataset under
consideration, this variation is not due to errors in radiometric calibration.
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Figure 1. Visibility of facades depends on perspective. The top image is a crop of an photograph taken
from the North, so North facing facades such as that highlighted in the oval are visible. The bottom
image was taken from the South, so the North facing sides of buildings therefore appear dark.
Similar effects are visible on many other buildings. Photos taken by Alejandro Sánchez de Miguel and
the Freie Universität Berlin during the EU COST Action ES1204 LoNNe.

2. Methods

2.1. Selection of Sites

The reasons for lighting, type of luminaires used, typical radiance, and potential for screening of
emitted light by nearby objects all depend on land use [31–35]. For example, prison yards may have
brightly illuminated areas with tall walls and little or no vegetation, while suburban neighborhoods
often have wide streets and separation between low buildings, with illumination mainly in street areas.
A total of 11 different types of large-scale light emitting classes were examined (Table 1). These types
were chosen because they are known to be bright emitters from previous work (e.g., [31]), while also
being large enough to cover an entire DNB pixel, which is the spatial unit used in nearly all analyses
presented here. Other bright light sources such as individual illuminated buildings and parking
lots are generally not large enough to ensure that other lighting types are not mixed into the pixel.
To examine the stability of DNB data in areas without installed lighting, we also examined locations
deep within wilderness areas.

All of the sites are in Canada and the USA, allowing the sites to have a wide geographical range
with several climatic types, while being at similar economic development level and under similar
legal jurisdiction, and with a reliable electrical power supply. In addition, the USA and Canada
are conveniently part of a single DNB image tile, which eases the analysis (tile extent: 0◦–75◦N,
60◦–180◦W). While we expect areas such as airports to be similar worldwide, lighting practice in urban
areas likely differs from the North American pattern in other areas (e.g., medieval European cities,
urban areas in Asia, informal settlements, and cities in countries with less reliable power).
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Table 1. Light emission classes and number of sites examined for each land use class.

Land Use Class Number of Sites Notes

Downtown 50 Largest city in each US state
Suburb 50 Largest city in each US state
Airport 25 20 busiest USA, 5 largest Canada

Ship port 25 21 busiest USA, 4 busiest Canada
Stadium 25 20 largest NFL stadiums, 5 largest stadiums Canada

Power plant 25 10 largest kWh USA, 10 max capacity nuclear USA, 5 largest Canada
Bridge 25 21 longest bridges USA, 3 longest bridges Canada, Ambassador Bridge
Prison 25 Bright high capacity maximum security prisons, USA
Flares 2585 Bakken oil flares (USA) [36]

Wilderness Area 25 20 contiguous USA, 5 Alaska
Greenhouse 25 Identified based on the October 2016 DNB data

With the exception of flares, which were selected based on a remote sensing dataset, sites were
selected using a variety of information sources, including Google Earth imagery, information from
government sources and Wikipedia, and a reference DNB cloud free composite image from October 2016.
The aim was to find sites that were likely large enough to cover a full DNB pixel, and representative of
large members of such a class. Specifically:

Downtowns One site was selected from each of the most populous cities in each of the 50 US states
(based on US Census data from 2010 [37]). The DNB imagery was examined together with Google Maps
imagery to identify an urban area where the DNB data was relatively smooth (i.e., not a “hot spot”).

Suburbs Similar to downtown, except that a suburban (mainly residential) location was chosen.

Airports The 20 airports with largest passenger numbers in the USA [38] and the 5 largest airports in
Canada [39] were selected. The center of each airport was analyzed.

Ship port The largest ports by traffic in the US [40] and Canada [41] were identified. Ports were
selected if the port had a clear visible separation from the surrounding city area in the Google Maps
imagery. When possible, the location selected was in a large area housing containers.

Stadium The 20 largest stadiums by capacity used by the National Football League (as reported in
Wikipedia) were selected, as were the 5 largest sports stadiums in Canada [42].

Power plants The 10 largest US power plants (by total power production) [43], the 10 highest power
nuclear plants [44], and the 5 largest power plants in Canada (Wikipedia) were selected. The selected
position is located in the center of the spacial extent of each site.

Bridges The longest 21 bridges in the USA, the 3 longest bridges in Canada, and the Ambassador
bridge crossing between the two countries were selected (as reported in Wikipedia’s “list of longest
bridges”). The location to analyze was set at the midpoint of each bridge’s span.

Prisons Maximum security prisons were examined in order of prison populations [45], and 25 prisons
that are well separated from other light sources in the DNB data were selected.

Flares The flare positions are based on a published set of global gas flaring sites [36,46]. From these,
only sites in the Bakken oil producing region were selected, specifically those within the range
45◦44′0′′N to 50◦43′0′′N , and 99◦25′0′′W–105◦57′0′′W.

Wilderness areas The 20 largest wilderness areas in the USA [47] were selected, and a point was placed
at the geometric center of the wilderness area. As these areas were all in the American West and Alaska,
5 points in the largest wilderness areas in the eastern USA were also selected.

Greenhouses Greenhouses were identified by searching for extraordinarily bright areas well separated
from urban areas in the DNB data and by examining what buildings were present in Google
Maps imagery. Large greenhouses typically appear as rectangular buildings or groups of buildings
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with transparent roofs. Greenhouses are among the brightest of all objects visible in the DNB data,
with observed radiances often in the thousands of nW/cm2sr (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Greenhouse complex in the US state of Maine (44◦49′57.7′′N, 68◦50′52.4′′W). The image
shows both the extreme brightness of the greenhouse and how the light is not restricted to within a
single pixel in the monthly composite.

The sites are defined by their latitude and longitude. The complete list of sites (with the exception
of flares) is available in the data and code supplement [48]. The sites were chosen without information
regarding lighting types at the sites or whether they had experienced lighting changes. In fact, given the
large number of sites, it must be expected that nearly all sites experienced changes in their installed
lighting during the observation period. Even if new lighting systems are not installed, individual
lamps typically decrease their light output over time, and in most cases failing lamps are exchanged
for new (often slightly brighter) replacements. Since the aim of the study is to examine the stability of
night light emissions, we do not impose any stability criterion on the data from the sites.

2.2. Night Light Data

Monthly composites of DNB data from April 2012 to September 2017 were downloaded from the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) [49]. The DNB has an intrinsic spatial
resolution of ∼750 m (pixel area of ∼0.56 km2) [50], but the monthly composite data are reprojected
by NOAA onto a 15 arc-second grid. These composites are based on multiple observations taken on
clear nights throughout the month. NOAA identifies cloud cover via infrared observations on the
same satellite, and nights with significant moonlight are not included in the composites [20]. Two sets
of files are available from NOAA, which differ based on how stray light shining on the satellite sensor
is handled. We selected the datasets in which observations where satellite sensor was exposed to stray
light are rejected. For this reason, and due to the eventual presence of twilight at the overpass time
of ∼01:30, many of the sites at northern latitudes do not have reported data during summer months
(April–September).

2.3. Analysis

The analysis was performed using custom Python code [48]. For each monthly composite n,
the DNB radiance Ls,n (in nW/cm2sr) for each site s was written to an ASCII data file, as was the
average radiance for the selected pixel and its four adjacent pixels. A separate Python routine then
analyzed the data.

For each site, months containing no data (due to stray light on the satellite sensor) were rejected,
and the median m̃s of the remaining data was identified. The monthly radiance data for each site were
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scaled relative to this median, to provide a relative monthly radiance for each site Rs,n = Ls,n/m̃s,
so the median value of Rs,n ≡ 1 by construction. This is done to make it possible to directly compare
sites with different average radiances: a site with a median radiance of m̃s = 50 nW/cm2sr that
fluctuates to 55 in month n and a site with a median radiance of 100 nW/cm2sr that fluctuates to 110
in month n would both have Rs,n = 1.1.

We then examined the distribution of Rs,n for each of the classes. After sorting all of the Rs,n for a
given class c numerically, we measured the width Wc between the observations that would correspond
to ±1σ if the data were normally distributed (i.e., the 15.9th and 84.1th percentile, covering two
standard deviations σ). This method is more robust than directly measuring the standard deviation,
as a small number of outlier months (e.g., due to power disruption after a storm) will not affect the
width of the distribution.

For comparison, the standard deviations of all Rs,n for each class were also calculated. As an
additional check, this method was then repeated for two alternate datasets. The first used the mean
value of the central pixel plus its four direct neighbors, instead of the single pixel corresponding to the
site location. The second analyzed only data from the months of September, October, and November,
which are generally the most stable times of year in the North American DNB datasets, with October
and September being the most stable [51].

Some factors that produce changes in the radiance of pixels in the DNB composites affect
neighboring pixels equally, while others are specific to the individual pixel. For example, cloud cover,
atmospheric transparency, time of night, soil moisture, phenological status of plants, and calibration
factors for the DNB are surely strongly correlated between nearby pixels. In contrast, the light emission
patterns (i.e., local geometry), the DNB individual channel noise, and the actual changes in installed
lighting should be less well correlated (at least at distances beyond about 1 km). We therefore examined
the Pearson correlation coefficient in the temporal variation of the monthly DNB radiance at closely
and widely separated sites, for the locations in Table 2. Note that, although multiple locations are
being compared, we are in fact examining a temporal, not a geospatial, correlation. This is the reason
Pearson’s correlation coefficient is used rather than, e.g., Moran’s I. Lower latitude locations were
chosen to maximize available data and minimize potential snow cover effects.

Table 2. Locations used to examine correlation.

Location 1 Location 2 Approximate Distance

Atlanta, GA Suburb Atlanta, GA Downtown 5 km
Atlanta, GA Suburb Birmingham, AL Suburb 230 km
Atlanta, GA Suburb Jackson, MS suburb 560 km
Atlanta, GA Suburb Houston, TX suburb 1100 km
Atlanta, GA Suburb Alburquerque, NM Suburb 2000 km

Alburquerque, NM Suburb Alburquerque, NM Downtown 5 km

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Stability of Lighting Classes

For each class, we compare a normal distribution with mean 1.0 and standard deviation of Wc/2
to a histogram of the median-corrected monthly observations Rs,n for all months (n) and sites (s) in
the class (Figure 3). The distributions are not normal, particularly in the high side tail (likely due
to the increased surface albedo with snow). Nevertheless, for most classes and in most months,
the data are reasonably well approximated by a Gaussian distribution. The exceptions to this are flares
and greenhouses, which are not at all normally distributed.
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0 2 4 6 8
Radiance (Rs, n)

Flares

Figure 3. Radiance relative to the site median (Rs,n) for all sites and months within each given class.
The curve shows a normal distribution based on the data, but is not a fit (see text). The dotted white
lines show the location of the 15.9th and 84.1th percentile. The wilderness class was divided into
wilderness areas in Alaska (Wild. N) versus in the contiguous US states (Wild. S). Note that the
horizontal axis of the bottom four panels covers larger ranges than the top eight panels.

The typical monthly variation in radiance, and the degree to which the distribution width
Wc matches 2σ, is shown in Figure 4. Urban and suburban areas, airports, and prisons had the
narrowest distributions, at Wc/2 ≈ 20%. The variations were larger for ship ports, stadiums,
power plants, and bridges, which had Wc/2 ≈ 30%. The radiance reported for natural areas in
the DNB monthly composites is presumably due to a combination of sensor noise and natural light
including dim moonlight, airglow [52,53], and, at high latitudes, aurora. The remote regions in Alaska
were thus imaged through a brighter atmosphere (Figure 5) and perhaps as a result were relatively less
affected by sensor noise. Finally, flares and greenhouses are simply not stable sources. The spike at
zero in the distribution for greenhouses (Figure 3) suggests that in many cases they may have been
constructed or first lit during the course of the study or were not lit during some months. Flares were
observed to be highly variable and are discussed further later in the text. When only the more stable
autumn months were considered, the distribution width Wc decreased slightly in nearly all cases,
but the overall conclusions were similar (Figure 4).

The analysis described above contains a thus far unstated assumption that the month-to-month
variation in the observed radiance of a source is independent of the average radiance of the source.
In order to test this, we calculated the width Wc,r of the observed radiance distribution (in nW/cm2sr)
as the difference between the 15.9th and 84.1th percentile observation for each individual site. If the
data were normally distributed, this would be twice the standard deviation of the data.

The observations of Wc,r/2 ≈ σ are plotted against the median radiance for each individual
site (excluding flares), on a log–log plot (Figure 6). It is immediately apparent that, in many cases,
typical monthly variation is roughly proportional to total radiance. On the other hand, (presumably
unlit) wilderness areas appear to have larger variation, as do greenhouses. In the case of unlit or dimly
lit areas, this likely indicates that sensor noise (e.g., digitization noise) or variation in natural light
(e.g., airglow) dominates over effects related to the emitted artificial light (e.g., the overpass time,
the atmospheric condition, and the imaging angle). For the greenhouses, the large variation is due
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to the greenhouses being unlit during some of the study period. In some cases, this may be because
the greenhouse was only built partway through the study period, but we have also noted that some
greenhouses were unlit during the summer months.

We performed two linear regression fits on the logarithm of the radiance data: one using data
for all sites with the exception of flares, wilderness areas, and greenhouses, and one fit only to the
urban sites. This fit can be transformed to provide an estimate of the typical variation in the monthly
data Wc,r/2 as a function of median observed radiance at the site m̃s. The (solid blue) fit to the
larger set of sites returned Wc,r/2 = 0.34m̃0.92

s . The (dashed purple) fit to urban locations returned
Wc,r/2 = 0.18m̃1.02

s . The fit to urban locations is consistent with the variation of month-to-month
radiance being independent of site radiance. This fit sets an approximate lower limit on the monthly
variation that can be expected from any given site.
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Figure 4. Typical monthly variation in observed radiance for each of the classes. In each case, Wc/2 is
shown in dark blue, and the sample standard deviation σ in light blue. The left plot includes data from
all months, the right plot includes data only from the autumn months.
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and median are shown. The wilderness areas in Alaska are more brightly lit on average, presumably due
to auroral emissions.
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for all sites with the exception of flares, plotted on a log–log scale. The lines show linear regressions on
the logarithmic values.

3.2. Temporal Correlations at Geographically Separated Sites

Some of the sources of month-to-month variation in observed radiance affect large areas of the
globe similarly (e.g., the calibration and sensitivity of the DNB sensor and the seasonal variations),
while others will be regional (weather), and some more local (e.g., imaging angle). If the main source
of variation in DNB data was due to an instrumental effect (e.g., gain or calibration parameters),
distant sites would experience strongly correlated variations. If, on the other hand, the main source of
variation was due to local or regional effects, the correlations should decrease with distance.

The temporal correlation between radiance changes (relative to mean radiance) for a selection of
suburban and urban sites is shown in Figure 7. At a distance of approximately 5 km, the month-to-month
changes in radiance are quite obviously correlated (Pearson’s r of 0.41 and 0.65), demonstrating the
presence of spatial autocorrelation in the temporal variation. At a distance of a few hundred km,
the data were still somewhat correlated (r = 0.33), while at large distances they were only weakly
correlated (r = 0.11, 0.17, and 0.18). The main source of variation in the DNB monthly composites
therefore does not appear to be due to sensor calibration or gain.

During review, one of the reviewers pointed out that Figure 7 is reminiscent of Tobler’s “First Law
of Geography,” which states that “everything is related to everything else, but near things are
more related than distant things” [54]. Analyzing the root causes of the variation is beyond the
scope of this paper, but it is worth considering for a moment how geographical closeness can affect
these variations. While some atmospheric effects affect large scales (e.g., Sahara dust, and smoke),
other effects can be highly local, either due to local emissions or micro climates. Similarly, the temporal
changes in plant phenology and soil moisture that affect light emissions are correlated at large distances
(i.e., seasons) but are much more strongly correlated at local scales. At short distances, the structures
of buildings and streets are also more strongly correlated, and local topography can lead to strongly
spatially correlated differences in radiance in DNB images (e.g., Kai Pong Tong has demonstrated very
strong examples of this effect along coastlines, but this work has not yet been published).

The data presented in Figure 7 suggest that, when summing the light from a large area, such as a
large country or a continent, variations from one region to another will tend to cancel each other out,
leading to more stable sums. On the other hand, when summing the light from smaller regions, such as
an individual city, one must expect spatially correlated fluctuations and therefore larger uncertainty
on the observed radiance. An example of an extreme variation in a small area in a single monthly
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composite was recently reported for the city-state of Bremen in Germany [55]. These outliers would
be of concern for studies that depend on time series in small areas, such as evaluating economic
changes in individual cities (e.g., [56]), or epidemiological studies using satellite observed radiance as
an exposure proxy for human exposure to artificial light (e.g., [57]).
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Figure 7. Monthly radiance relative to the median of all months is shown for pairs of sites at different
distances. The first five plots compare sites to the suburban site in Atlanta, Georgia, the final plot is for
two locations in Albuquerque. The first and final plots compare urban to suburban radiance in a single
city, while the other plots compare pairs of suburban locations.

To test the impact of considering multiple rather than single pixels in the DNB monthly composites,
we repeated the analyses including the adjacent four pixels. The mean of five pixels was used as Ls,n

in place of the observation for a single pixel. The month-to-month variation was slightly reduced for
all site types with the exception of wilderness areas. However, the reduction in variation was in most
cases not as large as the reduction obtained by limiting the analysis to autumn months. These data are
presented in Figure S1.

3.3. Stability of Gas Flaring

Light emitted from gas flares was the least stable out of all the classes examined. To a large extent,
this was due to flares being present in only a portion of the dataset. This can be seen, for example, in the
years in which individual flares produced light. We examined the mean radiance for pixels within
750 m of identified flaring sites. In Figure 8, flares that were lit above 10 nW/cm2sr in October 2012,
2014, and 2016 are shown in black, while flares lit in only one or two of those years are shown
in color. While the entire Bakken region has appeared to be rather continuously lit throughout the
DNB time series, the locations of the light sources are in fact changing from year to year.
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Figure 8. Active gas flares in the Bakken oil region during 2012, 2014, and 2016. Sites with an
average radiance above 10 nW/cm2sr were considered to be lit. Map data in the bottom right panel
c©OpenStreetMap contributors

3.4. Seasonal Changes

Seasonal effects in night light data are well known (e.g., [18,58]). The most important seasonal
effect is due to snow cover raising the reflectivity of the ground surface, and an increase in winter
months is visible for all of the brightly lit classes examined here (Figures S2–S4). The impact of leaf cover
is not as well understood. We note that, for downtown and suburb locations, November is brighter
than October (Figure S3), but detailed analysis is beyond the scope of this study. The brightening
effects of snow are extremely strong, so it is advisable for analyses of areas at northern latitudes to
restrict their time frame to autumn months.

3.5. Understanding DNB Time Series

The approximately 15–20% variation in observed DNB radiance from month to month places
a limit on the level of change in light emission that can be positively detected by the DNB.
Dramatic changes, such as the appearance or disappearance of a lamp, are readily seen, as in the
example of the Bakken flares above, through an intervention to intentionally eliminate upward light
emissions [9] or through long-term power outages. However, more moderate changes, such as may be
expected from a conversion to LED lamps or the addition of new advertising or facade lighting in an
already bright urban center, may be less obvious.

We produced simulated datasets of step function changes in light emission to highlight how
the variation affects the trajectory of time series (Figure 9). During the first three years, the data are
normally distributed around a value of 1, while during the final three years, the data are normally
distributed around either 1.3 (Figure 9A–C) or 2 (Figure 9D–F). In all cases, the standard deviation was
set to 20%. If emissions change suddenly by a factor of two or more, this can be clearly observed as a
step function in the time series (Figure 9D–F). When the change is smaller, however, the interpretation
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is much less clear. For example, in Figure 9B,C, it would be unclear whether the data ought to be fit
with a step function or a linear increase.
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Figure 9. Simulated six-year DNB time series. In the top plots, the average radiance changes from 1 to
1.3 at the start of Year 3. In the bottom plots, the average radiance changes from 1 to 2 at the start of
Year 3. A running centered 13 month mean is overlaid.

At the scale of a few meters, installed lighting can change both in a stepwise manner (e.g., with
the introduction of new light sources at a newly opened business) and in a more gradual manner
(e.g., with the aging of light sources). At the 0.5 km2 scale of DNB, both processes may be occurring
simultaneously, especially for pixels that cover areas where multiple actors are responsible for
individual lighting decisions. The question of how to fit the time series and how to describe the
results of such fits is therefore difficult, particularly in the case when there is a sudden jump near
the start or end of the time series. A linear or exponential fit may not be a good representation of
the underlying “true” light emissions, but a ratio of end to start radiance is problematic because it is
subject to the largest possible month-to-month variation.

The situation is even more problematic in high latitude regions, for which analyses must usually
be restricted to data taken in October and November (to ensure no stray light on the sensor and no
snow on the ground). While changes in the radiance of a factor 2 or more are still clear (Figure 10D–F),
smaller changes become even more ambiguous and liable to misinterpretation. For example, Figure 10B
incorrectly appears to show a clear step function taking place during Year 1, while no trend at all is
apparent in Figure 10C.

When light emissions from large areas are summed (for example, to examine trends in cities,
states, or countries), the sum may reasonably be expected to be more stable than what we observe
for individual pixels. For example, we observed that the variation in the sum of five pixels is more
stable than for the individual central pixel (Figure S1) and that the variations observed for distantly
separated points are only partially correlated (Figure 7). On the other hand, this study considered only
large-scale sources. It is possible that smaller spatial scale light sources may have a larger variation,
and, in addition, the greater the area studied, the greater the likelihood that the area will include a
high variability source, such as a greenhouse or flare.
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Figure 10. Simulated six-year DNB time series showing only data for October and November.
The points shown are drawn directly from the simulated dataset shown in Figure 9.

One may therefore question whether previous studies of national and state level trends using DNB
light emissions have drawn correct conclusions. For example, Kyba et al. [55] examined five-year time
series of German federal states and claimed to observe changes on the level of –7% to +40%. Are such
reports correct? The early indications are that, for a sufficiently large study areas, it appears possible
to observe statistically significant differences in trends between different regions, provided that the
differences are at least several percent (≥4%) per year [55]. As the length of the DNB time series grows,
confidence in the validity of observed trends will be easier to establish (assuming the underlying
trends in light emission continue). We intend to examine trends and variability at larger spatial scales
and on daily rather than monthly timescales, continuing this discussion in future publications.

4. Conclusions

Variations in the month-to-month radiance observed by the DNB for several types of large
light emitters in the USA and Canada are relatively well approximated by a normal distribution,
with outliers on the high side due to snow cover. The standard deviation for the individual pixels
of urban, suburban, airport, and prison sites examined is about 20% relative to the median. This is
reduced to about 15% if only autumn months are considered. Other sources of light (e.g., ports,
stadiums, and power plants) are slightly more variable, while greenhouses and flares are not at all
stable. When multiple pixels around a site are averaged together, the month-to-month radiance is
slightly reduced. However, in some cases this will make the study area larger than the site itself, and
the reduction in variation by expanding the area is smaller than was achieved by restricting the data to
autumn months.

At short distances (∼5 km), month-to-month radiance changes in pairs of sites are fairly strongly
correlated (Pearson’s r up to 0.65). Month-to-month changes in radiance of sites at distances of several
hundred kilometers are either weakly or not correlated. These results suggest that the DNB sensor and
calibration factors are not the source of the variation. Instead, local factors such as the imaging angle,
the time of night, or atmospheric parameters on the days when the data were acquired are presumably
the main source of variation observed in DNB monthly composites. At the spatial scale of a single
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pixel, changes must be large (near factor 2) in order to be confidently observed. At larger spatial scales,
it is likely that smaller changes in installed lighting can be observed, due to an averaging of variation
over multiple pixels.

As the spatial resolution of a night light sensor increases, so does the contrast of the scene
(e.g., [32,59]). At high resolution, small differences in imaging direction can have a dramatic influence
on the observed radiance (Figure 1), and the impact of scattering by aerosols will have a much
stronger effect. These effects already limit the ability of the DNB to sense changes in installed lighting,
and they will only become worse with new, higher-resolution instruments. It is therefore important
to understand the causes of the variation in night light data in order to maximize the usefulness of
existing and future night light sensors.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/10/12/1964/s1.
Table S1: Locations of sites used in analysis. Figure S1: Typical monthly variation in observed radiance for each
class, for the three different analyses: using all months (left), using only September, October, and November
(center), and using the central pixel and the four surrounding pixels (right). The variation Wc/2 is expressed as
a percentage of the mean, and is roughly analogous to one standard deviation (see main text). Figure S2: Class
trends in light emission from April 2012 to September 2017. For each site, the ratio of the month to the site’s
median was calculated, and the mean value for a given class is plotted. Note that high latitude sites do not have
data during the summer months and that the vertical scale is different for the bottom four plots. The seasonal
snow cycle is clear: The brightest values are in January 2014, which was unusually cold and snowy. The bright
value in the southern wilderness area in May 2016 is presumably due to a wildfire. Figure S3: Average annual
trends in light emission from each class. The data are the average for each month from Figure S2. Note that
northern sites do not have DNB data during the summer months, and the vertical scale is different for the bottom
row of plots. The bright value in the southern wilderness areas in May is presumably due to a wildfire. Figure S4:
Lighting trend for the suburban location in northern (Detroit) and southern (Jacksonville) cities, relative to the
median radiance of the site. Detroit frequently has very large increases in radiance in winter months due to the
presence of snow, and the brightest value was in the exceptionally cold month of January 2014.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange
c class (e.g., airport or suburb)
DNB Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite Day/Night Band
Ls,n Radiance observed at a site by the DNB in nW/cm2sr
m̃s Median radiance at a given site
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Rs,n Relative monthly radiance
s site
Wc 15.9–84.1 percentile range of the relative monthly radiance for all sites in a given class
Wc,r 15.9–84.1 percentile range of the monthly radiance in nW/cm2sr for a single site
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